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There have been demands made by the mapping community to produce better maps using digital devices. 
This has meant that Cartographers have had to design and output maps which are innovative and 
produced in formats which best exploit the possibilities of contemporary display and reporting technol
ogy. In order to facilitate the design of maps for todays digital systems, Cartographers have also had 
to master the use of many computer software packages to create maps and support graphics. As well as 
the actual map creation task, Cartographers also use packages which transform media from one 
information type to another, like the conversion of hard images to digital images, and those which change 
completely the type of media used, like the production of 3-D images and digital video. This paper looks 
at the demands made on Cartographers to master the many digital graphics transformations needed to 
complement the actual mapping task, the digital production of maps. It also proposes a "checklist" for 
the types of skills required to ensure that digital map production can be undertaken without being 
handicapped through lack of current expertise. 

Introduction 
The way in which we think about maps has changed forever. 
The idea that maps only exist as printed static paper prod
ucts is something which belongs to a 'bygone age'. As 
Cartographers strive to produce better and more efficient 
products, usually more attuned to market needs, they have 
changed their outlook on preparing manuscripts (both digi
tal and hardcopy, static and dynamic) and the way in which 
they are delivered to the consumer. 

Muller (1991) wrote that: 

"CRT maps remain conventional products, since 
their main function is one of communication, an 
old tradition in Cartography" (p. 11) 

Conventional map products may lead to a new cartog
raphy when they are integrated with other media (for 
example with text and sound through hypermedia) or when 
a new dimension is added (animation and time). 

Zuboff ( 1988) says that the essential power of technol
ogy is to reorder the rules of the game and thus our 
experience as players. She says: 

"In the absence of a comprehensive strategy, no 
simple organization fully succeeded in exploiting 
the opportunity to informate" (p. 391). 

Cartographers do need a strategy for dealing with new 
techniques and new media. How we incorporate maps with 
new media or how we produce maps using new media will 
dictate the types of products we can produce. How we deal 
with new media can limit or expand the possibilities for 
producing dynamic contemporary communication prod
ucts. 
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This paper covers some of the aspects of producing 
maps differently from how we once did. It outlines the 
changes in map production tasks from an educational per
spective and looks specifically at multimedia production as 
an alternative to producing static digital maps. 

New Products and New Users 
The mapping industry has always strived to produce prod
ucts by adapting available technology. Some technological 
adaptations have worked, others have not. Those techno
logical advancements which proved to be useful and hence 
changed the way in which, maps were produced, delivered 
or consumed, have been embraced by the profession and the 
map user alike and they have become part of what mapping 
(in its broadest sense) means nowadays. 

However, some technologies, whilst proven to be tech
nologically sound, have not met with the success expected. 
Some of these products were not really that different to 
those we have produced since the printing press harnessed 
Cartographers to think in terms of page sizes, and print -de
rived specifications. Many contemporary products, 
produced using devices which enable changes to be made 
even up to the moment of use, still are produced under the 
umbrella of the print product mind-set, demanding that 
maps had to be technically correct the very first time they 
came off the (digital) press. The 'print mindset' has been 
extended into automated mapping and applied computer 
graphics and digital data stored on CD-ROM. We are still 
"harnessed" by the idea that our first edition of products 
presented to the public are the only way they should be 
made available thereafter. 

The lack of acceptance, or minor success of these 
alternative mapping products may be called "technological 
side-tracks", that is paths which Cartographers have gone 
down which looked like a reasonable route to follow at first, 
but eventually turned out to be an ill-chosen route. 

After the printer was incorporated into map production 
Cartographers had to adapt their design and production to 
take into account the particular restrictions which printing 
placed on maps. To get around this imposition many me-
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chanical, chemical and photographic and photolithographic 
"tricks" and manipulations were tried. None survived the 
printed map. 

More recently, inferior map products output from com
puter systems were accepted as substitutes for precise and 
elegant printed alternatives. Just because the results of 
many calculations could be displayed using the newly
adopted computer drawing packages , we were sometimes 
willing to accept the initial crude outputs only because they 
were produced quickly and from data which resided on a 
massive database. Once computer mapping systems be
came commonplace, Cartographers looked to improving 
the design of digitally-produced maps. The later genera
tions of digital maps usually make the earlier products pale 
in comparison. 

Orthophotomaps were promoted on the assumption 
that map-using public will would accept them as a substitute 
for paper maps. Professional topographic map users saw 
the benefit of this relatively quick and inexpensive method 
of mapping. They proved to be a technological success, but 
a marketing failure. Contemporary digital orthophotomaps 
appear to not be suffering the same fate, and their use as 
underlays for GIS is becoming widespread. 

The appearance of Desktop Publishing (DTP) pack
ages made every graphic artist a Cartographer. A flood of 
"crude" (from a design and consumption perspective) com
puter generated maps depicted everything about 
everywhere. As long as the products were not exposed to 
too much critical analysis all appeared to be well with the 
graphics industry. But some dreadful attempts to portray 
spatial information were foisted onto the user. 

Early digital raster maps fall into the same category as 
DTP produced maps. Initial products were woeful, but 
some of their current day counterparts can be wonderful 
examples of cartographic excellence. 

Videodisc mapping appeared to be the right combina
tion of media and content. In the mid-eighties products like 
the Domesday laserdiscs (Mounsey, 1988) really illustrated 
what could be achieved using interactive optical discs. 
However, the sheer cost of players and the small number of 
titles on the market resulted in a hybrid which was to be 
supplanted by the CD-ROM. Videodiscs are still used 
today in some areas of defence mapping and have been 
approved by NATO as a mapping medium (Duncan, 1992). 

Massive database storage on CD-ROM for interactive 
maps allows for much data to be stored. The ease of 
distribution also promoted the medium as a popular choice 
of organisations wishing to disseminate information using 
mail and widespread distribution outlets. CD-ROM is easily 
the market leader in data storage, nearly 1 million comput
ers are sold with built-in CD-ROM drives in the United 
states each month (Hood, 1995). It is usually the most 
popular choice for digital publishing. However, until the 
arrival of fast CD-ROM readers, like the current crop of 6x 
readers, the transfer of data was slower than access from 
hard disk. For cartography, CD-ROM allowed for produc
tion and distribution of map products which were based on 
massive amounts of data and which could elaborate spatial 
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information through the use of impressive graphic portray
als, which depended on storage capacity. Like computer 
games, there is a trade-off between storage capacity and fast 
access time. CD-ROM remains a popular choice for the 
more commercial products like interactive atlases and mul
timedia packages as well as the mode of distribution of 
topographical data by national and regional mapping agen
cies. The use of the Internet for data distribution may well 
replace optical storage media as the most popular data 
conveyance device. Certainly the ability to transfer data 
rapidly is a benefit of data transfer on this worldwide 
device. Optical storage and distribution may well be re
placed by electronic transfer for some areas of mapping. 

Multimedia as the panacea for all communication ills 
is quite a popular promotion by vendors of computers and 
peripheral devices. Along with the hype of multimedia as 
a means of gaining access to encyclopedias, games and 
interactive packages, has gone the expectation that multi
media can offer immediate 'plug-and-play' tools for 
education and business. Whilst users of Macintosh com
puters can usually indulge in the immediacy of multimedia, 
the PC user cannot usually begin to use multimedia pack
ages without first spending quite some time configuring the 
system. Even though organisations like the Software Pub
lishers Association of the USA have specified a multimedia 
PC through their 'Multimedia PC Working Group' (Jerram, 
1995), access to a 'no fuss' multimedia PC is still restricted. 
The acceptance of multimedia by the general public may 
yet be quite some time off. However the sheer number of 
titles being produced may promote better and more wide
spread 'standard' multimedia PCs. 

Passive maps on the Internet are one way in which 
Cartographers can actively make their products available. 
Many products are being made available through the In
ternet. There are four areas of "Internet mapping" which 
limit the exploitation of this information source: the text 
bias of "come-and-get it" tools; information tools which 
require users to follow the information providers concept 
of how resources are arranged and connected; the paltry 
state of navigation tools (there is a need for navigation tools 
which can understand semantics as well as syntax); and the 
vast mismatch between the size of the resources and the 
bandwidth of the average user. But, the Internet does offer 
an exciting potential for map publishing. The appearance 
of interactive maps on the World Wide Web (WWW), an 
information discovery system for browsing and searching 
the Internets worldwide "web" of digital information, con
sisting of digital documents linked together as hypertext 
components, shows the real potential for a distributed map
ping system which has no global frontiers. The web can be 
"travelled" by following hypertext links from document to 
document that may reside in any of the many servers in 
different global locations. Mapping using the WWW can 
link users with map products immediately, a prospect which 
Cartographers have long wanted. If interactive mapping on 
the WWW is developed and exploited, then a real 'killer 
application of contemporary distributed interactive map
ping can be developed. 
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Conventional Map Product Innovation Technological Side-track 

CARTOGRAPHERS 

HAND-DRAWN PAPER I PRINTING I USING PRINTING 

MAP "TOOLBOX" TO 
REMOVE PRINTER 

FROM MAP 
PRODUCTION PROCESS 

I I 
Photolithographic 

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY "tricks" and 
manipulations 

Application of 
"Technically and computers to Inferior map products positionally correct" 

paper map 
mapping, surveying output from computer 

and photogrammetric systems 
calculations 

Assumption that 

I I 
map-using public 

Line maps/ 9rthophotomaps will accept 
Photomaps orthophotomaps as 

a substitute for 
paper maps 

"Crude" (from a 
Space-Time design and 

mapping - 35mm consumpsion 
film (Massey) perspective )computer 

generated maps 

Digital vector Domesday 
Digital raster maps maps Videodisc 

Interactive maps ~Videodisc mapping I 
Massive database 

Spatial data storage storage on CD-ROM 
on CD-ROM for interactive maps 

Application of 
Application of design and 

computer graphics computer graphics Multimedia as the 
to map production to map production panacea for all 

communication ills 

Interactive maps I I I Multimedia maps on CD-ROM 

································· 
Maps I data on the Networked CD-ROM 

Internet multimedia ································· 

······························--· 
Interactive maps & I World Wide Web I Passive maps on 
World Wide Web the Internet 

································· 

Fig 1. 
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What needs to be produced is a "different" map, one 
which is not merely an "electronic page turner", but a 
product which really pushes the technology and allows for 
a different way of presenting spatial information. Desktop 
Publishing, multimedia, and more recently, distributed mul
timedia, give Cartographers the ability to offer many 
presentation alternatives and the user can use these products 
and modify them to suit their specific use or use them in a 
ways which were never intended or thought about (Cart
weight, 1994(b)) 

Figure 1 illustrates the technology which has been 
adapted by the mapping industry and the 'technological 
side-tracks' that we have sometimes moved down. These 
'side-tracks', whilst offering what were quality products 
were, in some cases not accepted by the user or demanded 
costly equipment to operate. In some cases, the progress of 
computer technology made these alternative mapping solu
tions prematurely outmoded. 

The Application of New Techniques to Mapping 
Undergraduate courses in Cartography are constantly un
dergoing change, to ensure that courses are in tune with 
industrial practices. One way in which the bachelor of 
Applied Science in Cartography at the RMIT University 
endeavors to do this is to apply new technologies to map 
production. To do this a field trip is held each year for third 
year students, to allow them to experience the methods used 
to gather and compile map data. After compilation, a com
bination of Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) and DeskTop 
Publishing (DTP) is employed for map production. 

The best way to illustrate changes in the practices in 
teaching cartography to undergraduate students is to briefly 
compare the electronic methods of map production that is 
used now for student projects to methods employed prior to 
the introduction of electronic mapping. 

The approaches that educators need to make to the 
structure of courses has also been influenced by the avail
ability of both electronic mapping and multimedia. Some 
of the changes include: 

• Students must be encouraged to problem solve by 
thinking graphically, rather than concentrating on 
solving the technical problems. This is perhaps the 
biggest influence that electronic mapping and 
multimedia will have on Cartographic education 
courses: a complete change of emphasis in the way 
in which both theoretical and practical elements of 
mapping are taught. 

• Students must be computer literate. They must be 
able to manipulate files and images and integrate 
many different software packages and link many 
different hardware devices. Previously, after the 
initial computational work was complete (to 
establish accurate positions, data sets and to 
classify thematic information) computers were not 
used in the programme again. 

• Students need to be graphically literate. They must 
be able to conceptualise graphic solutions to 
mapping problems. With electronic mapping and 
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multimedia being used to produce mapping 
packages, the ability to think effectively in graphic 
terms is more critical than ever to the composition 
of mapping packages which work. Graphic 
solutions which are developed without the 
constraints of matching possible production 
methods do demand more innovative graphic 
solutions. 

• Design must be pre-eminent in the education 
programme. Both educators and students need to 
be able to see the "big picture", unencumbered by 
the burden of having to carry every technical 
solution in the "solution bag". Usually the method 
for transforming graphic design into production 
graphics and graphics packages is available. If any 
design (almost) can be completed to a high 
standard, then technical limitations should not be 
an issue. By working from a holistic viewpoint and 
not at the macro level at the design stage the 
cartographic designer should be able to produce a 
graphic solution that works. This leads to less 
inhibition in design, which could be seen as the 
essence of good cartographic design. 

The following two tables (Figs 2 & 3) illustrate how 
student mapping programmes have changed with the intro
duction of electronic mapping to the undergraduate course. 

One of the major impacts upon both students and staff 
involved in the use of desktop publishing to produce maps 
is that now we are able to emphasise map design, rather than 
map production. The DTP system allows the production of 
almost anything the student may wish to design. Add to this 
the ability to properly choose, match and arrange things like 
complementary colours and foreground and background 
colours, then much better and innovative designs have 
resulted. Text can be used in innovative and unrestricted 
ways and the designer can ensure that the textual compo
nents harmonise and complement the graphics. The sheer 
range of fonts, lettering sizes and composition choices leads 
to the exciting usage of text in a mapping situation. 

Creative flexibility- the student may change their ideas 
and design concepts at will, has given the students more 
encouragement to "try out" design ideas they might not 
otherwise attempted due to the possible need to redraw and 
redraw again if several possible ideas had failed. More 
innovative maps are possible, as the "technical" elements 
which used to dictate where design "corridors" needed to 
be located are now eliminated, or at least minimised. The 
graphical (or artistic) elements can be concentrated upon, 
knowing that the technical support needed to complete the 
drawing to high standards already exist within the package. 

Negative aspects of using the system do exist. Students 
have "mysteriously" lost files without warning, there is a 
maximum file size that can be comfortably manipulated, the 
package takes a long time to redraw screen images (espe
cially for large complex files) and many cartographic 
features need to be produced by "manipulating" the way in 
which images are drawn. However, despite several flaws, 
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STAGE OF 
PRODUCTION 

Data collection 

Base map 
compilation 

Map Design 

Mock-up (print 
facsimile) for client 
approval 
Map production 

Proof 

Field check 
Print colour maps 

Fig. 2. 

TRADITIONAL METHODS 

Survey 

Plot of "Geographical 
Framework" on stable-base 
drawing media 
Reduce base map to production 
scale photographically 
Convert reduced negative to 
positive film photographically 

Mock-up 
Roughs 
Colour selection 
Typography 
Graphics 
Photography 
Printing requirements 

Drawing at production scale, 
using specified colours, type and 
layout 
Manuscript preparation 
Registration 
Colour separation "sets" 
Scribing 
Type production 
Type stick-up 
Mask stripping 
Photographic preparation 
Photo-mechanical production 
Colour masks 
Negative stripping 
Screens 
Stripping-in photographs 

Photo mechanical proof to 
replicate printed map and to 
check graphics against design 

Detail survey 
Platemaking 
Ink selection and mixing 
Offset printing press operation 
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TRADITIONAL 
EQUIPMENT AND 
MEDIA 
Theodolite 
Level 
Electronic Distance 
Measuring (EDM) device 

Drawing machine and 
stable-base film 
Process camera, 
orthochromatic film, 
developer, fixer etc., 
darkroom 
Contact frame, film, 
chemicals, darkroom 
Stable-base plastic 
Colour swatches (eg 
Pantone), colour charts 
Type catalogues 
Pens, pencils, sketches 
Specification of 
photography contents and 
technical requirements 
Paper supplier samples, 
printing process 
requirements, paper sizes, 
binding requirements, 
folding 
Stable-base plastic 
Stick-on colour 
Stick-up lettering 
Scribe cote, peel cote, dear 
acetate 
Punch registration system 
Flowcharting production 
Scribing tools 
Phototypesetter I letraset 
Acetate, type guide, 
gazetteer 
Cutting tools 
Photo film, contact frame, 
darkroom 
"Blue line" guide 
Composite photo film 
Photographic masking film 
Grey or magenta dot or line 
screens 
Photographic masking film 
Contact exposures 
Registration 
Colour pigment mixing 

"Ground truthing" 
Contact frame for 
platemaking 
Pantone charts and 
swatches for ink mixing 
Registration system 
Densitometer for printed 
ink checks 
Printin~t press 

SKILLS 

Triangulation 
Detail surveys 
Computations 
Map Projections 
Field reductions 
Compilation, plotting, computations 
Photographic techniques, Darkroom use, 
camera use, exposure calculations 
Exposure calculations, registration 

Design I Visualisation 
Colour appreciation 
Typographic design and selection 
Specification 
Printing methodologies 
Colour separation concepts 
Photography brief (stills) 

Manual drawing skills 
(To a high professional standard) 

Drawing media selection 
Use of registration system 
Methodology for preparation and 
interpretation of map production 
flowcharts 
Type selection, place name spellings, 
type placement rules 
Photographic processing 
Photomechanical materials 
understanding and processing 
methodologies 
Contact photo exposure and processing 
Colour separation, filters, masks, process 
colour separation 

Photo-mechanical processing 
Colour separation 
Colour theory (subtractive and process 
colour) 
Field completion techniques 
Platemaking 
Printing 
Sensiotometry 
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STAGE OF ELECTRONIC MAPPING HARDWARE I SKILLS 
PRODUCTION PROCESS SOFTWARE 
Data collection Survey Globill Positioning System Survey planning 

(GPS) Photo-interpretation of air photographs 
to identify "targets" for survey and 
photography 

Base map "Geographical Framework" . lntergraph "Microstation" Use of CAD package 
compilation produced using CAD package 486 DX PC, 8mb RAM, File formats and file manipulation 

DXF format file produced 500mb HOD, CD-ROM 
reader 

Map Design Mock-up Colours - CorelDraw Use of colour charts on CorelDraw 
Roughs Type selection - CorelDraw - Process Colour 
Colour selection Grid system developed for -CMYK 
Typogrpphy "Chunks" of design - Colour solid 
Graphics Page size, paper colour Colour theory 
Photography specified in CorelDraw "UniGrid" layout design 
Printing specifications Typography and Typographic design 

Integration of text, graphics and 
photORJ'Bphs with map desi~m 

Mock-up (print Coarse graphics using specified CorelDraw Specification of output for mock-up 
facsimile) for client colours, type and layout, but not CorelShow Client presentation and computer 
approval containing photographs, special A4 Canon "Bubblejet" graphics eg ''CorelShow" 

backgrounds etc. colour printer 
Map production Import of DXF drawing file CorelDraw Use of CorelDraw 

"Clean" file A3Scanner Methods for "cleaning" imported DXF 
Design map around various MicroGrafx "Photo Styler" files 
"levels" of electronic drawing Kodak CD image libraries Working with designs and graphics 

·-
Produce closed polygons Video camera levels 
Fill polygons with colour IP-Photo frame-grabber Use of Scanner 
Text selection, manipulation and software Integration of images from multiple 
placement 486 DX PC, 16mb RAM, sources 
Scan photographs 520mb HOD, CD-ROM Use of Kodak Photo CD libraries 
Manipulate photographic file to reader, video card, Calibration of Scanner, graphics package 
enhance image videodisc player and colour printer to ensure output 
Scanned photographs imported accords with design 
into drawing file 
Special backgrounds placed in 
drawing 
Graphics produced as a separate 
file and imported into main 
drawina: 

Proof A4 colour print to check Canon "Bubblejet" A4 Design "integrity'' 
computer graphics against print colour printer Design replicability 
design guidelines Design accords with client's 

specifications 
Field check Detail survey "Ground truthina:" 
Print final A3 or A2 composite colour map Al inkjet ploHers.r Editing 
published scale Colour specification I colour design 
colour map intea:ritv 

Fig. 3. Source: Cartwright, 1994 (a). 

we are more than pleased with the cartographic products 
produced with electronic mapping packages. 

As many more graphical elements can be integrated 
into a design, educational programmes which develop 
"good design" principles must ensure that the design is in 
fact more functional as a result of using many graphical 
elements and not a confused mess due to the overuse 
(misuse) of the plethora of graphic devices available with 
contemporary graphics systems. The poor designs which 
result from the unskilled use ofDTP packages which allow 
the use of a myriad of fonts, and their many variations, and 
colour after colour with complete disregard to any colour 

design conventions or rules are commonplace in everyday 
graphics. Good design principles are the very basis of any 
educational programme which uses contemporary graphics 
packages for translation of design into copy. 
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Educational institutions must ensure equitable educa
tion and equal access to the devices and saftware used to 
produce maps in courses committed to the use of electronic 
mapping devices and packages. Sometimes "the latest and 
greatest" graphics package may have to be ignored if all 
students are unable to gain access to that package (Cart
wright, 1994(a)). 
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MULTIMEDIA AND MAPPING 
Cartographers have, in many cases, undertaken the devel
opment of new packages (with new technology) as 
independent parties. However, development groups in
volved in producing interactive multimedia for commercial 
publishing or for professional packages like GIS need to 
include people with skills in areas like software engineering 
to ensure that the system works effectively. But. group 
members from the games design area may be needed to 
work on elements of interactivity, filmmakers for narratives 
and computer artists for scene rendering (Cartwright, 
1995). Figure 4 illustrates the stages in a multimedia pro
duction and the types of design, planning and production 
tasks entailed. 

Fig. 4. The Multimedia Development Process 
Source: Haykin, 1994, p. 15. 
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A typical profile for a development team would be: 

• Project Manager; 

• Creative Director; 

• Content Expert; 

• Writers, Editors, Researchers; 

• Graphic Designer; 

• Illustrator; 

• Photographer; 

• Scanning and Image Processing Specialist; 

• Audio Engineers; 

• MusiciansNoice Talent; 

• Animators; 

• Video Professionals; 

• Information Designers; 

• Interface Designers; and 

• Programmers 
(Haykin, 1994) 

This development team must include Cartographers if map 
products produced with multimedia are to have any credi
bility. Cartographic educators must ensure that the 
elements of multimedia and interactive multimedia are 
included in courses. 

The design and development of multimedia packages 
in the subject Design and Electronic Publishing - 3 is 
undertaken in the fourth year of the course at RMIT. To 
properly teach elements of multimedia applications to geo
graphic information presentation, a number of study areas 
have been incorporated into the course. They include a 
fairly comprehensive list of topics, linked to "new age" 
presentation devices and methods and decision-making 
support requirements. 

The topics covered in the subject considered are: 

• Innovation and publishing 

• Technological transition of techniques and 
mediums 

• Print-based electronic publishing 

• Non-print based electronic publishing 

• Implications of electronic publishing. Design and 
adaptation of individual maps has to be made with 
this new medium in mind and each map type, -
adapted existing map and specially created map 
tested, evaluated, re-designed and re-tested until 
mapping designs appropriate to the medium (here 
read the presentation medium) are defined. If 
maps are to be designed as part of multimedia 
presentation, the assembly of an effective graphic 
product. albeit somewhat different than the usual 
product, then the design process needs to be 
modified somewhat to ensure a usable product. 

• The architecture of multimedia. The selection of 
appropriate multimedia "components" - storage, 
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• 
• 

• 
• 

platform, standards and imagery Image 
compression standards deal with video, still image 
and moving image. Standards which map 
producers will need to become more familiar with 
when using multimedia are those which deal with 
image compression and moving image 
compression and movement attributes. 

Multimedi~ project design 

Navigation strategies appropriate to map use as 
either a ''free scan" or a "directed search" task and 
the testing of a navigation system for information 
"search, locate and display routines. Constructing 
navigation strategies for "search", "locate", and 
"display". routines. The ordering of user-selected 
maps (those chosen "at random" by the user during 
an unstructured search or "browse" through the 
map collection), cartographer-guided user
selected map "sets" ("sets" which have been 
assembled according to a pre-determined design 
strategy by the cartographer/multimedia package 
designer) and pre-sequenced map "sets" is the key 
to authoring a package which allows users easy 
and structured access to comprehensive map ~d 
graphics sets and complementary textual , audio 
and video support materials. 

Design/adaptation of individual graphics with this 
new medium in mind 

Future applications and innovations 
(Cartwright, 1994(a)) 

Future Prospects for Mapping 
ih 

Overlaying the Cartographic process and the influences on 
that process are.two impOrtant factors; technology and its 
use by the cartographic profession and the cartographic 
community (there is a need for the entire cartographic 
community - map users , map authors , map printers , map 
publishers etc. to be as aware as Cartographers of the 
availability of new technological methods for map compi
lation, production, map reproduction, map distribution and 
map use). 

Future applications of sophisticated digital graphics 
delivery systems, similar to those already used by newspa
pers and global news services, linked to low-cost domestic 
graphics terminals (in the future read multi-media worksta
tions) will be us~ educational courses or to simply 
(!)display maps, charts, graphs and other data to explain 
what is being shown on the ~evised news services. Perhaps 
a future scenario of at-site Peripheral devices, which will 
offer enhancements to broadcast services, are those which 
will "pave the way", enabling those in education to deliver 
real programmes, uninhibited by the lack of proper hard
ware, software and consumer manipulation mental and 
motor skills. 

Conclusion 
Cartographers must look for new answers to traditional 
mapping problems as well as developing methods which 
become obvious as the newer and newer mapping method-
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ologies offered by technological advances are made avail
able. Lateral thinking for innovative solutions ; the use of 
new mediums; a new way of looking at cartography, maps 
and map use are essential for Cartographers working with 
the mediums. 

Educators of tomorrows Cartographers need to ensure 
that access is made available to the latest technology and 
ideas, that innovative solutions are sought to mapping prob
lems and that techniques are developed to allow for 'best 
practice and collaborative work practices to develop. At 
such an exciting time in Cartography, Cartographers can 
become involved in almost any form of graphic depiction 
of spatial information they wish. Contemporary mapping 
mediums and developing theories and practices in elec
tronic communication both contribute to offer the means to 
do 'almost anything'. 
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